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Abstract
The Liouville equation is considered for relaxing dusty plasmas consisting initially of equilibrium

electrons and ions as well as neutral dust particles. The plasmas relax then due to a collection ofelectrons

and ions by dust particles. The free and collected electrons and ions are considered as a common sub-

system described by the common whole distribution function. It is shown that this sub-system is

described by a complex integral-differential equation with Non-Markovian kinetics. The general

properties of dusty plasmas are important for controlled fusion devices because dust particles can be

created in fusion devices due to the plasma-wall interaction and therefore can influence particle and

energy fluxes to the wall.
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1. lntroduction
It is established recently [] that dust particles can

be created due to the plasma-wall interaction in fusion

devices (divertors, limiters, etc) and can influence
particle and energy fluxes to the wall. Therefore it is
important for controlled fusion to study plasmas with
dust particles (dusty plasmas) including their general

properties.

Dusty plasmas are complex statistical systems due

to the intensive charge exchange between dust particles

and background electrons and ions. Usually these

plasmas are considered as statistical systems consisting

of at least three sub-systems (components), namely:

electrons, ions, and dust particles.

However this consideration is not always sufficient.

Indeed, the most important parameter of dust particles is

their electric charge, which appears due to a collection
of free electrons and ions by dust particles. The bounded

electrons and ions creating the dust particle charge are

not included in the sub-svstems of free electrons and
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ions after their collection by dust particles although they

act on free particles in exactly the same way as before

collection. This circumstance renders the consideration

mentioned above somewhat unlogical, especially in the

case of non-stationary dusty plasmas.

In the framework of the consideration of dusty

plasmas as statistical systems with separated sub-

systems, non-stationary dusty plasmas have to be

considered as statistical systems with variable numbers

of particles [2] due to the collection of background

electrons and ions by dust particles. In the general case,

such non-stationary systems have to be non-equilibrium
because the probabilities of all processes leading to a

change of particle numbers depend on particle energies.

In particular, a selective collection of electrons and ions

by dust particles depending on electron and ion energy

can cause a non-equilibrium state of dusty plasma [3].
However, modern theoretical investigations of dusty

plasmas including their non-stationary behaviour [4-6]
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are usually carried out on basis of the assumption of
equilibrium background electrons and ions, because of
the large complications of a non-equilibrium description.

The aim of this work is a consideration of relaxing
dusty plasmas as integral statistical systems. Some
results of these investigations were published earlier in
t7,81.

2. Statistical description
Let us consider a system ofN, electrons and N; ions

(or N - N, + Nr particles) which is described by a whole
distribution function j,. (X,t) where X is the whole set of

^^^-,,__.-_P P P p p P
COOfOlnates r"1, r"2,.'..r"y,'rii'ri2.....riN an(l momenta

pp p pp p
p"i p"2,...:p"r,t, pa,'piz'...:pin of electrons and ions. This

system is relaxing due to a collection of electrons and
ions by M immobile identical grains (dust particles) in a

volume containing these electrons and ions. In this case

electrons and ions can be divided into two groups which
change in time, namely: K"(t) and K,(t) free electrons
and ions respectively as well as L"(t) and K,(t), i.e.
electrons and ions coupled to grains. As a result, the

following relations hold:

K"Q)+L"(r)=No. (l)

Index a = e,i denotes electrons and ions.

According to this division, the total potential

energy E".B=; (Qt g 
"- | uoD 

ot electron-

where these energies can be written as

E or,pr=+,.A=r"
j *k

E or.Pu

@r l"- l rr,, ,

{il1"- luor1,

E qt.Ft =| ,r",u>*rro@ l"i- lpol) . (3)
j *k

Triple indexes are necessary here for distinguishing
free (indexfl and bounded (index b) electrons and ions
at the condition of the conservation of double indexes
(aj,Fk) for the equations of free particle motion.

Let us introduce the number Q*(R*t) of electrons
and ions collected to some grain to the instant t so that
the effective charge Q*(R*,t) of a grain can be written
as:

sr
Q ^(R^,t)= + Q"-(R,^,t).

Obviously, the following relation is valid:

Loe)=,f.re"^(R^,t).

Let us also introduce the effective inner energy
E.(R^,t) of a grain including the kinetic energy of
bounded particles as well as the potential energy of the

interaction between particles bounded by the grain, and

the potential energy of these bounded particles in
external fields. Then we have:

| <aj,Pk < Na
j *k

electron, electron-ion and ion-ion interaction can be

divided into several kinds, namely: the potential energy

of interactions between free particles (Eq,m), between
free and bounded particles (Eq,p), and between bounded

particles (Ea.il.Indexes 4F = e,i denote here electrons

and ions, indexes/and b denote free and bounded par-

ticles, respectively.
As a result, the Hamiltonian can be written in the

following form:

H*(X) =

ls
=- Ll

2 t<ajf,Bkb<Nd
j *k

(o'

t3n3M ,roio2*o\; 
- u"(F"i)

(4)

(s)

(6)

[o' \

,,p,*"1*.'''rr')

, =fi *.(* .''' 1",') *' "' u'

Eoy,p6*Eo6,15, A)

* 
i.,.",rPor r*" o( / |",- lr,t )

j *k

Here indexes ajbmand Bjbm denote the electrons

and ions bounded by the grain m.

Then the equation (2) can be rewritten in the
following form:
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have variable potential and kinetic energies. This

constancy is provided by the exchange between free

and bounded particles. This means that the effective

charge and inner energy of dust particles depend non-

directly (through time) on the set of coordinates

P P P and P P Pmomentaof thefree
r t'r2""'rN p i p 2""'pN

particles.

Taking into account equation (15), it is possible to

express the Liouvile equation

*l
2

Q( F "j- F u! * ,.>^., E^(Pp^, t)
| <ajbm,Bkbm <Na

.i 
,rkQ^(R^

, tl Eq 9u-ft*D

* L , =P, ,, o 
^(pR^' ') Q ,(R 

^' ') 
Q( 

pn^- 
fr I l' (l)

m+n

It is very important that this Hamiltonian is

constant in time, although free and bounded particles

*I 
'.'2^=,ft'"''- 

*
- o paj

**,t=.(w+-HW)=,

,=u.(ft*;,.r2.

(e)Ar-=- T
dt

(8)

as the following formal equation for the whole

distribution function fN 6,t):

(,

t
l<if<N"

#,.+ ,.i.,off,,-* +*n*

*,.r2,(#.|r2"*;?y)

}te^Q oi.^)

^Po raj ),
l rf",

)

It should be noted that the three last terms in
equation (7) depend on the whole distribution function

fN 6,t) and therefore on the whole set of coordinates

pP I pp P pp p't"i f"2""'f y",'rii'r,r""'y* and mOmenta 'p"i p"2.""'pN"'

pp p
bu. F,r,..-.F * , as well as on the positions R. of a grain.

These integral dependencies are very complex, as can be

seen, for example, from the following expression for the

number of particles 8^(R^,t) collected by some grain

during the time r:

wherc w(Xo1 R.) is the probability that a free aj-particle
is collected by a grain located at point Rm . Therefore

equation (19) is a complex integral-differential equation

together with an equation (20) can be expected to lead

to non-Markovian kinetics.
The integration of equation (10) leads in principle

to the possibility to derive equations for reduced

distribution functions including the equation for the one-

particle distribution function, such as the Boltzman
equation with a collision integral. However this
integration is very complex in general and therefore it is
very useful for the investigation of relaxing plasmas to

use computer simulation allowing to trace the evolution
of every computer particle during the relaxation of dusty

plasmas.

Q^(R^,t)

= ,=R*"ur 1.,,
w(x "j'R,)fN(x,t)dxdt, (10)
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3. Conclusion
The theoretical treatment of dusty plasmas relaxing

due to a collection of electrons and ions by dust
particles shows that the free and collected electrons and
ions can be considered as a common sub-system
described by the common whole distribution function. It
is shown that this sub-system is described by a complex
integral-differential equation with Non-Markovian
kinetics.
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